


                                                                              
In visions of the dark night….
                                                                              
Ah! what is not a dream by day
                                                                              
To him whose eyes are cast
                                                                              
On things around him with a ray
                                                                              
Turned back upon the past?

 A Dream, Edgar Allan Poe
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             The urban uncanny through the modernisation of the city 

                                           The case of the underground 

 

The underground structures and infrastructures in a city, such as sewers, the 

underground, subterranean passages, parkings, basements create an atmosphere of 

mystery and give an enigmatic nuance to the urban environment. These hidden places 

have often been spaces where crimes, violence and delinquent activities occur. 

Moreover, the underground as a notion was, from antiquity, conceived as a burial 

space. As these conceptions have constituted a reality since the appearance of these 

spaces and have been imprinted in the unconscious of human’s minds, the spaces 

mentioned above seem to have become associated with this kind of “dark” character. 

They are also considered as dystopian spaces or have been linked to conditions of 

decadence and degeneration. Matthew Gandy in “The Paris sewers and the 

rationalization of urban space”, observes that sewers (fig.1) have long been used as 

metaphors for the hidden worlds of crime, poverty and political insurrection, and 

there is a rich legacy of representations ranging across literature, cinema and music.1 

In Les miserables, perhaps the most famous literary evocation of the underground 

city, Victor Hugo depicted the Paris sewers of the 1830s as 'the evil in the city's 

blood', a place where the poor and the outcasts of society lurked together as a 

threatening formation for the world above ground.2 

                                    

                                            Fig.1 Paris sewers, Felix Nadar, 1864-65 

                   
1  Gandy Matthew, The Paris sewers and the rationalization of urban space, Blackwell Publishing on behalf of         

  The Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British Geographers)  p.24 
2  Op.cit., p.24  
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Therefore, the sewers and by extension all the underground infrastructures can be 

associated with what is called the “urban uncanny”. But why these structures are able 

to create that feeling of unfamiliar weirdness? And does this sensation remain still 

uncanny through the years or the modernisation of the city and the technological 

evolution in the contemporary society have managed to familiarise it ? The sensation 

of the uncanny can be perceived mostly intuitively instead of an explicit and certain 

way. The term of uncanny was explored deeply by Sigmund Freud, who was based on 

the essay of Ernst Jentsch entitled “On the Psychology of uncanny”3 (1906). Jentsch 

believes that a basic condition for the emergence of the uncanny is the uncertainty in 

the level of logic. The better orientated in his environment a person is, the less readily 

will he get the impression of something uncanny in regard to the objects and events in 

it.4 

Freud reaches the uncanny term through the familiar, emphasizing the weakness of 

one term without the other. He refers to the German terms heimlich and unheimlich, 

familiar and unfamiliar (uncanny) respectively. The word heimlich, derived from the 

word heim, that means home, has two meanings: one that belongs at home, is familiar, 

creates a feeling of warmth but also something that is secret, hidden and lives in the 

unconscious. The word unheimlich is the opposite of heimlich (as far as the first 

meaning), the unfamiliar, the unworldly, the one that provokes anxiety mixed with 

dread. 

According to Schelling, German philosopher of the 19th century,   unheimlich is the 

name for everything that ought to have remained secret and hidden but has come to 

light5. Therefore, we can observe a common place between the unheimlich and the 

heimlich, concerning the second meaning of the last. 

Uncanny is then, in a way, familiar. (fig.2) More specifically, uncanny is something 

that was familiar and installed in the human mind somehow in the past, but became 

alienated from it through the procedure of repelling. This repelling could be placed in 

the childhood of human or in the childhood of humanity. 

                                            

                                                Fig.2 Connection between heimlich-unheimlich. 

                   
3  The essay of Ernst Jentsch was published in German entitled «Zur Psychologie des Unheimlichen» in 1906. 
4  Freud Sigmund, The uncanny, first published in Imago,reprinted in Sammlung, Fünfte Folge, Alix Strachey     

   (trnsl.),1919, p.2 
5  Vidler Anthony, The Architectural Uncanny, Essays in the Modern Unhomely, The MIT Press, Massachussets   

    1992, p.26 
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Freud states that some people think as climax of the uncanny the case of being buried 

due to apparent death, which originates from the fantasy of intra-uterine life. (fig.3) 

To some people, the idea of being buried alive by mistake is the most uncanny thing of 

all, and yet psychoanalysis has taught us that this terrifying fantasy is only a 

transformation of another fantasy which had originally nothing terrifying about it at 

all, but was qualified by a certain lasciviousness- the fantasy I mean of intra-uterine 

existence.6 

 

 

                                                                 Fig.3 Buried alive. 

 

The descending to anything that is below the ground, is linked with mythological 

references of the entrance to the underworld, creating an uncanny feeling mixed with 

the expectation for the unknown. The connection with the womb refers to the human 

need of returning to his origins, to earth and subsequently to his first home, the womb. 

                   
6   Op.cit., p.55 
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Rosalind Williams7argues that the fear of the underworld derives from another hidden 

fear, the one of the human destruction of nature. Perhaps, humans fear so much the 

destruction of nature, not so much for the actual effects that causes literally on them, 

but more on a symbolical way, as they understand that the destruction of nature will 

lead to their own destruction as well. And the more distant from nature is the modern 

man, the more he is afraid of death. This is due to the fact, that according to 

Mumford8, prehistoric man used to live in harmony with all the natural elements and 

was reconciled with the idea of death. (fig.4) Civilised man, on the contrary, was 

developed based on battle and opposition and instead of perceiving death as 

something normal and natural, he fights against it to define his existence. 

           

                                                 Fig.4 Prehistoric man lives “into” the nature. 

The destruction of nature and the eradication of human from her occurred as a natural 

consequence of the appearance and evolution of civilization, the penetration of 

technology into everyday’ s life and the urbanisation and modernisation of the city. 

The modern city and the modern home appear only to function autonomously and 

independently from natural and social processes, because the flow of natural 

elements, social relations and money that support their function remain fetishized (in 

the case of social relations) or visually severed (in the case of technology networks).9 

Urbanisation was characterized by the expansion of cities, the extended population 

growth, the development of infrastructures through the evolution of capitalism and 

globalization. (fig.5) 

 

                   
7 Williams Rosalind, Notes on the Underground, the MIT Press, Cambridge,Massachussets, London, England, 

2002, p. 52 

8  Mumford Lewis, Transformations of Man, Peter Smith Pub Inc, 1978,p.62 
9  Kaika Maria, City of flows:modernity, nature and the city, Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, New York,     

 2005, p.5 
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                                                           Fig.5 Urbanisation in Rio 

Urbanism, according to Vidler, is first found in the planning of Rome by Sixtus V 

(fig.6) and continues with the replanning of London by Wren, the reconstruction of 

Paris by Baron Haussmann (fig.7). In all these cases, there is given significance to the 

preservation and promotion of the monuments and the historical background of the 

city, in such a way that urbanism, might be defined as the instrumental theory and 

practice of constructing the city as memorial to itself.10 

Specifically, in the case of the reconstruction of Paris by Haussmann, there was an 

urgent need into changing the city’s fabric. The reconstruction programme demanded 

not only a novelty in the finance sector, but also a rearrangement in the equilibrium 

between economic and political powers. The common problem faced (from debt-

financing infrastructural investments to finding ways to rationalize urban space as a 

whole) and the common techniques employed (engineering skills merging into 

rational urban planning) also induced a certain tactical convergence toward a 

distinctively capitalist kind of urban managerialism.11 

 

                   
10  Vidler Anthony, The Architectural Uncanny, Essays in the Modern Unhomely, The MIT Press, Massachussets    

 1992, p.55P.179 
11 Harvey David, The Urbanization of Capital., Oxford: Blackwell,1985, p.31 
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Fig.6 Replanning of Rom , Sixtus V,1585-90        Fig.7 Reconstruction of Paris, Haussmann,1853-1870                                  

The evolution of urbanism and the appearance of modernism in the early 19th century 

played a role into transforming the city into a metropolis. This change was not 

captured only in the metamorphosis of the city into a metropolis, but altered also the 

social, economic, political and geographical background. 

The modernists, in the name of metropolis envisioned a glass city, where 

transparency, a key factor in modern architecture, would reign by diluting the 

boundaries between the public and the private space. Transparency would go beyond 

the Panopticon12 of Jeremy Bentham introducing a new architecture, which would 

reveal all the hidden secrets and will become the epitome of voyeurism. 

Richard Sennett in his book “The public man” notes that there is a relationship 

between transparency and communication in the public spaces of the city, beyond 

which derives from the fact that everything has become visible. Nothing stays 

anymore hidden, everything has come to light, a step closer to familiarisation.  

In this point, it is interesting to cite the dispute between the surrealists and the 

modernists. The rationalism of modernism was in a full contradiction to the 

architecture that the surrealists sought, an architecture that seemed to adapt more to 

the psychological needs of the user, a more organic architecture, one that was closer 

to natural forms. Tristan Tzara, characteristic figure of Dadaism, termed it as intra-

uterine architecture, a radical criticism of the house of Corbusian and Miesian 

rationalism. Examples of “irrational”, intuitive architecture can be seen in Frederick 

Kiesler’s Endless house (fig.8), Matta Echaurren’ s intrauterine design. 

The return to those primitive, abstract forms of housing shows an effort of 

reunitement with nature and at the same time a deep criticism over the technological 

and scientific developments, which would lead to more concrete forms of housing. In 

the case of the surrealists, the oneirism, the semiography, the irrational, the poetic 

interpretation was used as a strong antidote to the modernistic logic and worship to 

function, simplicity and clarity of forms, the visual expression of structure and 

minimalistic aesthetic. (fig.9) 

 

          

                   
12 The Panopticon is an institutional building designed by the English philosopher and social theorist Jeremy 

Bentham. The central idea of design allows the full observation of all the inmates, without them knowing it. 
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Fig.8 Endless house, Frederick Kiesler, 1924-1925        Fig.9 Domino house, characteristic example of 

                                                                                          Modern architecture, Le Corbusier, 1914-15 

 

The cities I speak of…are towns without a past. Thus they are without tenderness or 

abandon. During the boredom of the siesta hours, their sadness is implacable and has 

no melancholy. In the morning light, or in the natural luxury of the evenings, their 

delights are equally ungentle. These towns give nothing to the mind and everything to 

the passions. They are suited neither to wisdom nor to the delicacies of taste.13 

Albert Camus, “A Short Guide to Towns without a past” 

One of the differences of the metropolis as opposed to the traditional old city was the 

fact that modernists in their visualisation for the new metropolis, would leave behind 

them the history and importance of the old city, the myth of memory14, which haunts 

it. Furthermore, modernists seemed more dedicated to the future image of the city, 

than the past one. 

This break of modernism with the bonds of past, not only in architecture but in 

general is explained by David’s Harvey where he cites:  

To begin with, modernity can have no respect even for its own past, let alone that of 

any premodern social order. The transitoriness of things make it difficult to preserve 

any sense of historical continuity. If there is any meaning to history, then that 

meaning has to be discovered and defined from within the maelstrom of change, a 

maelstrom that affects the terms of discussion as well as whatever it is that being 

discussed. Modernity, therefore, not only entails a ruthless break with any or all 

precedent historical conditions but is characterized by a never ending of internal 

ruptures and fragmentations within itself.15 

But if the historical past and the memory is excluded from the modern city how would 

the uncanny feeling emerge, since the uncanny, as we mentioned before, is originated 

from experiences that are created in the past? This could probably lead to the 

assumption that as the city reaches the modern era, the uncanny sensation seems to 

weaken, to become eliminated under the power of modernity. 

                   
13 Vidler Anthony, The Architectural Uncanny, Essays in the Modern Unhomely, The MIT Press, Massachussets 

1992, p.177 
14 Op.cit.,  p.179 
15  Harvey,David, The Condition of Postmodernity, Oxford: Blackwell,1989, p.31 
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In the underground case, that it is used as it is an example of a large-scale 

infrastructure development, that depicts the rapid growth of technology and science, 

we could argue, that for instance, in London, where the subway system is one of the 

most extended transport networks, it would be plausible for people to experience the 

urban uncanny, as it is easy to feel disoriented or make the Freudian connections 

between the underground and intrauterine existence. Τhe notion of disorientation, the 

fact that this space is below earth and  the appearance of elements, that normally 

would remain hidden, such as pipes, wires, cables, ventilation systems, are all 

together a very powerful combination that could reveal the uncanny sensation. 

(fig.10) 

 

                                                            Fig.10 Picture from London subway. 

However, we have to consider that there are some conditions, like the functionality 

and the everyday use of the subway which contributed to the degradation of the 

uncanny. Familiarity includes the term of habit and functionality makes all these 

elements that would provoke a sense of uneasiness, more normal. The modernistic 

logic has entered the subterranean world, by rendering it as a more friendly and 

familiar environment, in a certain degree. Of course, such generalisations should not 

function as a status quo, as they can override the specificity of the individual, but they 

are just made in order to depict the zeitgeist of an era, of the modern contemporary 

era. Moreover, as the uncanny is a sensation that refers to psychology, thus it encloses 

a great amount of subjectivity, there is a difficulty to elaborate on it in a concrete way 

with scientific and rational criteria. 

But still can we imagine what would happen if someone was trapped alone in the 

underground during a subway evacuation or an electric power failure? Βy removing 
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the functionality, it is very probable that the uncanny feeling could appear again.  

Although the uncanny has become less probable to emerge as modernisation made it 

more familiar, it has not disappeared completely, but it is still expecting for the right 

conditions to arise again. 

It is clear from what it is analysed until now, that there is a strict opposition between 

city and nature, modern and organic, new and old, but at the same time a double 

reading of those terms.  As Maria Kaika16 mentions, nature is at the same time the 

wild, uncontrolled power that is in deep contrast with everything civilised and on the 

other hand something that is “good”, that urbanisation has destroyed. With the same 

reasoning, the city is often considered as “evil”, but simultaneously represents the 

culmination of civilization. (fig.11) Instead of the Manichean approaches about nature 

and the city, it would be perhaps better to maintain a certain equilibrium. We could 

see nature and the modern city not as independent units but as unities that instead of 

opposing to each other, they should be more interconnected. 

 

                                                Fig.11 Modernity’s double scripting of city and nature 

 

In any of those cases can the uncanny be considered as a third category, as the 

“other”, that could be applied both to the urban and the natural and give to them a 

more mythic or mental dimension? The uncanny could emerge either in a natural 

landscape, in a way that would be similar to Edmund’s Burke sublime17, either to a 

completely artificial urbanised environment. For Walter Benjamin, cities are 

                   
16 Kaika Maria, City of flows:modernity, nature and the city, Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, New York,    

   2005, p. 14 
17 The notion of the sublime was analysed thoroughly by Edmund Burke in A philosophical Enquiry into the   

Sublime and Beautiful, Routledge, Boulton James T. (editor), London 2008 and constitutes one of the most 

important researches into the field of aesthetics. The sensation of the sublime was connected with terms such as 

holy fear, seriousness, infinity, exaltation, vastness and. grandeur and was, according to Burke, productive of the 

strongest emotions which the mind is capable of feeling. 
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constructed as much from ideas as from concrete, as much from fantasies and desires 

as from rational plans, and they are shaped as much by psychodrama as they are by 

the political economy.18 In this sense, the “urban uncanny” could be seen as this 

element that could give the city a poetic tone, the psychic aspect that could create this 

kind of uncertainty that would mobilise modern man and lead him to a state of 

vigilance through different experiences produced by the emergence of the uncanny.  

If there is to be a “new urbanism” it will not be based on the twin fantasies of order 

and omnipotence; it will be the staging of uncertainty;.. [….]it will no longer aim for 

stable configurations but for the creation of enabling fields that accommodate 

processes that refuse to be crystallized into definitive form; it will no longer be about, 

[….]separating and identifying entities, but about discovering unnameable hybrids;– 

the reinvention of psychological space.  

                                                                                                               Rem Koolhaas19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   
18  Evans Sandra, The Unsettling, Urban Uncanny: The Case of Secured Settlements, Image & Narrative, Vol 11, 

No 3 ,2010 
19 Koolhaas Rem, What ever happened to urbanism?, from: S,M,L,XL, OMA, (with Bruce Mau), The Monicelli 

Press, New York, 1995, pp. 959/971. 
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